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 Description  Description 

NT Cutter PMGL-EVO2 Premium G series. 18mm cutter An evolutionary model thatNT Cutter PMGL-EVO2 Premium G series. 18mm cutter An evolutionary model that
professionals can enjoy. professionals can enjoy. 

Comes pre-installed with a extra sharp medium sized black blade 18mm wide blade, sharpComes pre-installed with a extra sharp medium sized black blade 18mm wide blade, sharp
and durable cutting edge suitable for cutting wide range of materials including styrene boardand durable cutting edge suitable for cutting wide range of materials including styrene board
and sponge and sponge 

Stylish and tough, durable metallic pearl black holder. Stylish and tough, durable metallic pearl black holder. 

Durable and light aluminium die-cast grip prefect for heavy duty useDurable and light aluminium die-cast grip prefect for heavy duty use
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Ratchet- screw lock prevents the blade from accidentally coming out while using to ensureRatchet- screw lock prevents the blade from accidentally coming out while using to ensure
user safety.user safety.

Designed symmetrically for left and right-handed use. Designed symmetrically for left and right-handed use. 

Built-in blade snapper.Built-in blade snapper.

Blade SpecificationBlade Specification

Blade Length: 100mmBlade Length: 100mm
Blade Width: 18mmBlade Width: 18mm
Blade Thickness: 0.50mmBlade Thickness: 0.50mm
Blade Type: Snap-off segmentsBlade Type: Snap-off segments
Blade Colour: BlackBlade Colour: Black

Replacement Blades: BL13PReplacement Blades: BL13P

Suitable for cutting through a variety of other materials i.e. textiles, fabrics, film, paper,Suitable for cutting through a variety of other materials i.e. textiles, fabrics, film, paper,
acetates, plaster board, stencils, matte board, soft wood, balsa wood and many moreacetates, plaster board, stencils, matte board, soft wood, balsa wood and many more
substratessubstrates
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